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At 4:30 M. last Saturday 3 white teenagers tried to steal a Honda Super Ruck from the town 1 motorcycle lot by wheeling it down the drive, which indicates it was not locked.

The student Security Guard on duty, Mark W. Patterson, noticed these Individuals earlier. When he saw their activity, he ran to intercept.

With odds 3 to 1 in their favor they escaped but the police were summoned. A bell was hung to belong to the suspect. It has discovered by EAU Security an Impounded by the Daytona Police Dept.

Factors that contributed to this incident were the front fork of the bike was not locked and the bike wasn't chained down, enabling the thieves to easily wheel the Honda away.

"The major contributor to the ending of the incident was the Guard was alert and making Rounds" reported Walt Hansen. He continued "This shows the Guards are not "Blue Meanies" but protectors of school and Personal Property! But, the Burden of securing personal property belongs with the individual owning the property."

Graduation Notes

Candidates for graduation may apply for graduation. In presenting a diploma/certificate to the office of the Dean of Students, if eligible, the graduate's diploma/certificate will be mailed at a date subsequent to that established for his particular ceremony.

There will be three graduation ceremonies each calendar year during April, August and December for those students who have not all of their requirements for graduation. Students completing requirements in mid-term may participate in the ceremony following.

EOH

BY VAUGHN LANK

EUA recently acquired an H-12 homemade sailplane. Mr. Jack Stine, President of the EAU Parent's Association and Manager of Flying for Eastern Airlines, located the sailplane and arranged for it's transfer to the University.

The all metal, V-tailed sailplane was donated by Mr. John R. Lovelless, Captain for Eastern Airlines. Captain Lovelless gave the experimental craft to the University, complete with a specially built enclosed trailer. Mr. Russ Strine, a student at EAU, towed the trailer and sailplane by car from Stanford, Conn. during the holiday break.

The Division of Maintenance Technology at EAU intends to use the sailplane as a student project. Students in the Airframe and Power-plant curriculums will inspect, assemble, and repair necessary components to restore the craft's airworthiness. The sailplane is expected to fly in the very near future. Plans are already underway to form an EAU Soaring Club.

April Gradls! Meeting Today

BY VAUGHN LANK

Dr. Daniel Sain, Dean of the College of Aeronautical Studies at EAU has announced three replacement faculty appointments for the Spring term.

Myron Shklar is an Assistant Professor in Aviation Management.

Professor Baker re-announced a second time to replace the faculty appointment for the Spring term.

Bruce Chadbourne, a former President and General Manager of the 7-Up Bottling Co., is an Assistant Professor in Aviation Management. He has a Masters Degree from Stetson University.

EUA and his wife Ella Mae and three children live in Ormond Beach.

Richard Eckley, Assistant Professor of Aeronautical Science, is a retired Army Lt. Col. He holds a Masters Degree in Aerospace Operations Management from the University of Southern California. Professor Eckley and his wife Donna live in Fort Orange.

EUA currently has 95 full-time faculty members.

BY DREM KASSAL

Ever since E-R first formed in 1926, the school has been under a series of steps in growing. Today, EAU has grown from a hangar in Miami to an expanding campus here in Daytona.

Last May, the architect came up with the blueprints for the new student center but ran into a problem when the SGA and Dean of Students disagreed as to the location of the new building. Noris Ford, an SGA senator, stepped in and made a one week study on where the students want the new center and what things should be housed there.

As of now, the $1.2 million building has been let out for bids on who will construct the building. When a contractor is decided on, construction of the student center will begin on a site in a direct line from the academic center and the dorms of the abandoned taxiway.
President's Corner

Campus Growth. Recently, the Board of Trustees has decided on the location of the campus. There are three major areas being considered, all with the planning of the overall campus. The first is, of course, the new University Center. As I hinted in my column last week, the new University Center location has been decided. Bids for construction of the center will be let out and as soon as a contractor has been selected construction will be under way.

Campus Planning. The AVION reserves the right to edit letters so as not to print them in accordance with good journalistic practices.

LETTERS TO THE AVION

Presumably, the intent of the back page of the Jan. 19th issue of the AVION was to stress more student participation through written contributions to the student newspaper. We hope this carries the name of the University. It will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by. We hope this carries the name of the University. It will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by. We hope this carries the name of the University. It will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by. We hope this carries the name of the University. It will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by.

Julia A. King (wife of a SGA student)

Mrs. King, you are correct in assuming that the sign will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by. We hope this carries the name of the University. It will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by. We hope this carries the name of the University. It will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by.

Julia A. King (wife of a SGA student)

Mrs. King, you are correct in assuming that the sign will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by. We hope this carries the name of the University. It will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by. We hope this carries the name of the University. It will be visible to all incoming and outgoing traffic and also to those going by.
**ERAU Returns To Auburn Model U.N.**

Four students from Babie-Riddle and Ann A. Apperson, professor of Social Science left yesterday enroute to Auburn University in Alabama to act as delegates participating will be expected to submit resolutions in keeping with their respective nation's character and position in present-day world affairs. Faculty judges will be observing each nation's representative for parliament procedures, diplomatic techniques, and the overall effectiveness of the speeches.

BY WILLIAM R. CRAIG

There will be two prizes awarded in this years blood drive competition, one for the best overall campaign and the second for the best single entry.

**Entry qualifications for the overall campaign:**

1. The organization must be affiliated with ERU SGA.
2. Material entered should in some way identify the organization involved.
3. To insure all advertising, literature and events, organizations should contact the blood drive committee for the time and place of special events.

**Entry qualifications for best single entry:**

1. May take no more than one ballot for an individual.
2. Must be submitted by a full-time ERU student.
3. Must bear the designer's name and the name of the organization.

The above prizes will be awarded to the organization which submits the box with the best one and one-half ballot in the above named.

The overall prize will be awarded by the SGA Blood Drive Committee on or before Feb. 14, 1973.

3. At the time of regret, the student council will elect the committee with the total number of active members. If the organization has membership fees, this number should only include members in good financial standing.

The voting will be accomplished in the following manner. Each student will be given a ballot with the names of the registered organizations on it. He will mark one choice only and return it in a looked ballot box. Any ballot with more than one choice marked will be void. To offer small organizations the opportunity to win, the winner will be selected by the ratio of votes to active members. In the event of a tie, the winner will be decided by a drawing.

Canvasing to get more donors to vote for your organization is not only authorized but encouraged, as this will be of great assistance in making this the best block drive yet. Be careful not to go over your space available, there will be no canvassing outside of the Administration Building.

The overall winner will be awarded an at ERAU Senate meeting or at another special assembly with the purpose of the above. The winner will be Avion coverage as well as news releases which will further public relations for both ERAU and the winning organizations.

**Mr. Cornwall's Brain?**

WILKINSON AVIATION, INC.

NEW SHERIFF BEACCH AIRPORT

PHONE: 428-6641

Best rates in area

(TAIlWELL CHAMP - $10.00)

CROtCHEP 160 - $14.00

CESSNA 150 - $10.00

IFR EQUIPPED

CHEROKEE 140 - $12.00

TWIN APACHE - $33.00

(EVEN LOWER XC DRY RATES)

No minimum checkout time:

SINGLE OR TWIN

- NITE & BAHAMA FLIGHTS ALSO -

**National Blood Drive**

BY VAUGHN LANE

ERAU will kick-off a Red Cross sponsored national college blood drive Feb. 15th and 16th. The blood drive will receive national coverage on various radio stations across the country. Anyone who donates blood will assure all the blood needed for one year anywhere in the U.S. for the donor, spouse, or children, parents, and grandparents. The Florida Chapter of the Red Cross supports a number of Florida hospitals including three V.A. hospitals.

**Regular donors who**

have given one gallon of blood have a life time Red Cross blood coverage. There is no charge made to recipients of Red Cross Blood.

All blood contributions are used. Whole blood less than 21 days old is used in surgical operations. Blood un- used in 21 days is processed to obtain blood derivatives for pre- servative medicine against neonatal, infectious hep- atitis, victims of hem- ophilia, and other uses.

It takes less than one hour to give blood, including the enjoyment of free refreshments afterwards.

**Student Court Justice Opening**

BY JIM BARE

There is an opening on the Student Court for a Justice. Interested persons should have two trimesters remaining, including spring tri.

We are responsible to the student body and interested in working to improve present adminis- tration. Applicants submit name to Chief Justice, Jim Bare, ERAU Box 621, not later than Feb. 1, 1973.

With the beginning of the Trimester Student Court will convene at 6 p.m. on Tuesday evenings to hear traffic cases, special hours will be announced on other ses- sions. Spectators are invited, but try to be a spectator only.

**ERAU Social Functions**

In order to gather some school spirit the scheduled barbecues this trimester will begin at the Crissman Stadium Tuesday between the church and St. Johns.

Beer will be served at the field beginning at 12:30 p.m. and when the baseball game around 3 p.m., beer, hotdogs, and hamburgers will be served behind Dorm I.

The second barbecue on campus this trimester will be on the grass field behind the Administration Building.

Our Valentine's Day Dance will be on Feb. 27 and a rock group band the LEAR FABRIS is tentatively scheduled.

The Easter Dance on April 14 does not have a group booked yet but we're looking for a "Big Name" group.

DBCC has invited the ERAU basketball team to their Homecoming Dance & Barbecue and according to their basketball game on Feb. 2. Game starts at 7:30 p.m., girls are free, boys $1.00, no outside music, DBCC ID's 50c. We are also invited to the DBCC "mini concerts" which are performances by booked groups at DBCC Student Center or their Humanit- ies Auditorium on Mar. 5 at 12:00 noon and March 21 at 12:00 noon. They have extended this invitation to install concerts will be between the two colleges. Besides, they have girls going there.
WHAT IS WATT IN HI FI

By Ray Di Lorenzo

There seems to be a tremendous amount of misconceptions concerning stereo equipment these days. For instance, "How much does a good system cost?" are some such questions often asked. This article will be the first in a series of articles discussing the ins and outs of purchasing stereo equipment. What to look for, what to ask, and so on, this article will discuss components and units rather than pre-packaged systems.

We will concentrate our first article on loudspeakers. It may seem an illogical choice but your speakers will pretty much determine the sound of your whole system. Therefore, your speakers should be the first components purchased. There are many types of units on the market today; low, medium, or high efficiency, bass reflex, bi-wing, two-way, three-way etc. Fortunately, you can forget every type I mentioned and pick the first two. What were interested in here is the sound, not how we obtain it.

The terms "hi-fi" efficiency have nothing to do with the quality. They simply refer to the speakers' ability to use the power available. This is important because the speaker you pick will have a great effect on the amplifier you choose, which will come later.

The most effective method of buying speakers is to simply buy the units you find sounds best for the money. Fortunately, you look like what brand they are, you will find the quality very competitive.

Today's Music

BY RORY DONELLY

I really didn't think it was possible, but then again, I never thought about it. Kenny Loggins and Jim Messina have released a second album on the Columbia label and it's every bit as good as their first, "Sittin' In". As a matter of fact, because of a slightly more mature sound, the new album, titled simply "Loggins and Messina", may have to be given a slight edge in superior quality. In most respects, however, it could be considered the second half of a double-disc album if the first half released simultaneously. That's how closely related the two albums are.

A lot of people are moving in the mellow lately and it's they who will find the album most appealing. If gentle mellowness can come across intensely, then that's exactly what Jim Messina and Kenny Loggins do. Together with Loggins, they produce one of the most relaxed, yet emotive records with emotional music in the industry.

About the only way to adequately review this album is to go over each of the eleven songs individually. That may be a bit redundant, but in this case, not good enough. You have simply got to hear this one for yourself. It would be too easy to rave on endlessly about "Thinking of You", "Good Times", "Holley Hotel" each of which was written and sung by Jim Messina; and "Whiskey," "Long Tailed Cat" and "Lady of My Heart" by Kenny Loggins. That's saying nothing at all about the two songs they wrote together "You're Mama Don't Dance" and "Angry Eyes", which are the most easy-to-listen to songs on the album.

These two artists have created a sound that many other popular performers have tried to attain. Their biggest attribute seems to be their naturalness. They ring of everyday things such as friends, whiskey, and women. Their music comes from inside, that's obvious, anyone who has heard them can testify. The feelings that they portray through music just can't be pretended.

ERVA WELCOMING PARTY

TUESDAY, JANUARY 26

Environ's Mobile Home Park

All Veterans & Guests

Faculty & Staff

The Place to Rent Airplanes

Vollusia Aviation Service

Daytona Beach Regional Airport

Vollusia County's Oldest Flying Service

Incorporated

Flight Examiner on Staff

Cessna 150
Cessna 172
Skycracer (full II) 
Boeing 727
Piper Apache

Club Rates Available

Cessna 150
Boeing 727
Piper Apache

ERVA WELCOMING PARTY

JAN 26 8PM

ENVIRONS MOBILE HOME PARK
ALL VETERANS & GUEST
FACULTY & STAFF
SORRENTO DELICATESSEN inc.
at k-mart plaza

NEW YORK STYLE HERO'S
OVER 50 VARIETIES OF SANDWICHES
SPAGETTI, LASAGNA, & RAVIOLI DINNERS
hot plates and cold cuts
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
CATERING AVAILABLE FOR SMALL OR LARGE GROUPS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

STEREO 500
CARTAPE HEADQUARTERS
PLAYERS from $39.95
INCLUDES LIFETIME GUARANTEE
TAPES $3.99 3 for $11
DYNACO COMPONENTS
WOLLENSAK 3M RECORDERS
DIAMOND NEEDLES
BSR TURNTABLES

MR. SERVICE'S
DO IT YOURSELF AND
WE WILL HELP...
COMPLETE TOOL RENTAL SERVICE
AUTOMOTIVE & WOODWORKING
EQUIPMENT RENTAL...
RENT A SPACE AND DO THE WORK HERE....
LET YOUR SPARE TIME
WORK FOR YOU!!!!

761-1363
HRS.: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M., Sun. Noon to 6
2600 S. Nova Rd.
corner of Reed Canal Rd.
(behind Flair Heating) Daytona Beach...
In a fantastic upset the Eagle Basketball team outplayed the Jacksonville University Dolphins at Mainland Jr. High School in what was a great boost for basketball at Embry-Riddle.

For those who missed this exciting game, the lead see-sawed through the first half as both teams were hot as pistols and exchanged baskets for baskets. The first half ended with the score deadlocked at 54 apiece and JV knew they were in a ball game.

This is the same Jacksonville team that as freshmen defeated the Florida State University freshmen 147-71 and reeled off 20 straight wins and led the nation with a 109.9 scoring average.

The Jacksonville winning streak was in jeopardy as the second half started and the Eagles jumped to a 6 point lead.

Jacksonville University then started to get hot and with their 6'10" center Paul Molinaro hitting from inside tied the game up at 400 miles per hour. As in all contests, man races because he wants to, because he feels he has to.

Air racing, like any sport, is a game men play to win. The PRFR General Race Rules are designed to keep the heroes out of the race and increase the safety of the race.

At the Miami Air Races, there were four classes of aircraft: T-6 class, the bi-plane class, the Formula I class and the unlimited class. The 76 class consists of 60 slightly modified aircraft. The object is to keep them as stock as possible. This gives more competition to the race. The T-6 race was a wing-tip-to-wing-tip battle for first place. The sport bi-plane was an air-craft designed for general aviation flying. The enthusiasm in bi-plane competition grew to the point of developing an entirely new class. The race reaches speeds up to 190 miles per hour with, again, very close competition.

The two classes that are strictly built for racing, are the Formula I and unlimited classes. In the Formula I class, the aircraft must weigh at least 500 pounds and use a continental 2-200 unmodified engine. The race turns out to be a sweat-drawing, wing-touching event, with the crowd in an uproar. Of course, the unlimited race is the most fascinating event. There are no limitations, except.

We've got to stop meeting like this.

BY JAMES HUNTER

Last year the ERAU intramural softball league consisted of 8 different teams and the season lasted all the way up to final exams. This year, due to the amount of teams expected to be organized, so Mr. Wurtzbach has decided softball league this trimester.

Anyone interested in organizing a softball team should elect a team captain by next week. The Captains will have their first meeting Monday, Feb. 6 at 7 P.M. in room 102 building A. Next year the Broken Bats took the Softball Championship, but this year it looks as though Delta Chi will be the team to beat!
At the Miami Air Race last weekend, when they mean a low pass, they mean one!

STUDENTS FACULTY & STAFF SPECIAL 10% Discount On All Fruit Shipments
LINDSEY'S FRUIT & SWEET SHOPPE
817 BROADWAY
DAYTONA BEACH
(92 EAST - NEAR OCEAN)
252-1619 OPEN 9-5 DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
WE ALSO CARRY BAGGED FRUIT

This is where it's at!
SUPER UNISEX
GUYS
DO YOUR OWN THING.
LONG MAY BE IN, BUT SHAPED IS WHERE IT'S AT
$7.00
SHAMPOO CONDITIONED BLOWER STYLE
SUPER NO SET STAYS GREAT
WASH & WEAR HAIRCUT
& BANGS
$5.00
NO TRIM

SHICK FOR BEAUTY
SUPER UNISEX
KMARTPLAZA 252-3783
GRANTPLAZA 252-3889

Sigma Phi Delta
International Social-Professional Engineering Fraternity
Presents a formal Rush Party Fri. Jan 26
519 S. Ridgeway
Call 252-9374
“We Stress Professionalism”

Sky King
Revisited

Until two months ago Sky King was only a memory, an action series that had died off more than a decade past. Kirby Grant, Sky King himself, plans on a return to the blue yonder and the soaring heights in a return engagement of one of the first TV airshows.

Still, problems such as finding a sponsor have to be ironed out, but as today's TV shows lack much of enjoyable action I feel assured of the return of the new Sky King series. The shows will be Air and Space oriented, with EAUU as a working base, being close to Kennedy Space Center which is likely to be used in the series.

The new Sky King series is apt to arouse the interest in flying among TV viewers of all ages.

Sky King, once again, will bring exciting action and lots of pleasure to his friends.
WHAT SORT OF MAN READS THE AVION

Embry-Riddle Garbologist

No Articles Printed If Received After 4:00 P.M. Mon.

Staff

PEGASUS

The Embry-Riddle Literary Collage

You've got a ticket to write: essays, poetry, short stories or: sculpt or: paint or: photograph

We need your contributions

See us Building A, Rooms 103 or 123